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“A treasure-trove of useful, well-organized information on sea-going parenting.”
—Gary “Cap’n Fatty” Goodlander, Author of Buy, Outfit and Sail Choosing a boat
that is right for your family; handling the naysayers; keeping your children safe,
healthy and entertained afloat—this inspirational and comprehensive guide may
be just what you need to turn your dream into a reality. The three authors, who
have each voyaged thousands of miles with children on board, provide a factual
and balanced look at the realities of family life on the sea. From their own
experience and with information from interviews with dozens of other voyaging
parents, they discuss caring for an infant on board, handling the changing needs
of children as they grow, education options, ensuring parents find the private time
to keep their relationships in tune, and helping children make the eventual
transition back to shore life. Added to the authors’ voices are sidebars from other
cruising parents with specialized information on subjects as diverse as handling
special diets and how your children can keep in touch with friends around the
world. A unique bonus chapter, written by a dozen former cruising kids, looks at
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the long-term effects of breaking away from shoreside normalcy. A substantial
appendix of resources provides valuable further information on the subjects
covered in this book. It is said that every parent inflicts their lifestyle choices on
their children. Read this book to find why heading out to sea with your children
may be the most rewarding infliction of all.
Date Night InMore than 120 Recipes to Nourish Your RelationshipHachette UK
Supportive, practical advice for couples who are trying to conceive. Denise
Wiesner’s integrative East-meets-West approach, developed over twenty years
of practice, has helped thousands of couples relax, reconnect, and conceive. The
stress of trying to get pregnant can wreak havoc with a couple’s intimate
relationship—right at a time when that connection is most important—and the
frustration and shame couples may feel can have a harmful effect and reduce
their chances of conceiving. Wiesner gives couples the tools they need to repair
their sexual relationship, rebuild their self-confidence, and reclaim their intimacy
and desire. She includes advice from leading experts in Western reproductive
medicine and Traditional Chinese Medicine; offers sensual practices from yoga,
qigong, and Tantra; and answers questions couples have about sex, intimacy,
and both naturally occurring and medically assisted fertility.
Paperback Couples Cookbook
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Feel like the spark in your relationship has died out? Are your dates nothing more
than an argument about whose turn it is to pick the restaurant, followed by a night
of silence at the movies? UNACCEPTABLE! WRONG! IT'S TIME FOR A
CHANGE! Dating doesn't get boring because there's a lack of love or passion...
it's usually just a lack of creativity or ideas! That's where this book comes in! With
over 100 different date night ideas to choose from you can get those flames of
passion fired up again!
India’s leading women’s English monthly magazine printed and published by
Pioneer Book Co. Pvt. Ltd. New Woman covers a vast and eclectic range of
issues that are close to every woman’s heart. Be it women’s changing roles in
society, social issues, health and fitness, food, relationships, fashion, beauty,
parenting, travel and entertainment, New Woman has all this and more. Filled
with quick reads, analytic features, wholesome content, and vibrant pictures,
reading New Woman is a hearty and enjoyable experience. Always reinventing
itself and staying committed to maintaining its high standard, quality and
consistency of magazine content, New Woman reflects the contemporary Indian
woman’s dreams just the way she wants it. A practical guide for women on-thego, New Woman seeks to inform, entertain and enrich its readers’ lives.
Twelve friends. Ten-year reunion. One $50,000,000 lottery ticket. Local hockey
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legend Andie Ronald returned to Hopewell dumped and broken after an injury
ended her pro career. Then she hit a fifty-million-dollar jackpot, which could allow
her to open the hockey skills academy of her dreams and get back in the game.
But if her latest surgery goes badly, she may have to hang up her skates for
good. Contractor and co-lottery winner Freddy Turnbull can update Andie’s stuckin-the-70s kitchen and drive her to physiotherapy, but he can’t make her believe
he’s in her life to stay after the last year has taught her nothing is permanent.
It’s going to take a lot more than luck to convince her that, no matter what the
future holds, a life in Hopewell with him could be the biggest win of all. Hopewell
Millionaires Sweet Romances: 1. Doctor Millionaire 2. Fall a Million Times 3. A
Million Love Notes (coming Spring 2021)
Date night just got a whole lot better! Ultimate Date Night is a romantic keepsake
devotional offering fifty-two fun and memorable date ideas to draw you closer to
each other and God. Features include: • unique date experiences varying in cost,
romance, and effort • hilarious stories • creative conversation starters • space to
capture highlights and memories • playful dares, games, and challenges •
heartfelt prayers • inspiring Scriptures Spark new energy and deepen your
relationship as you laugh, connect, and honor Christ as a couple.
Ghosts run rampant in fleshly bodies under the Halloween moon, and Gretchen only
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wanted a quiet night in to perform a summoning. But then she met Ed, and things went
downhill from there. This ghost failed to materialize, and is late for a date night with his
wife. Distraught, he seeks Gretchen’s help to get a firm handle on things. In her haste,
Gretchen’s spell to put things right have unintended consequences, and Ed’s wife is in
danger from his own animated remains. On a night when the village is vigilant, zombie
cleanup is a fraught business. On the night of the dead, calamity is coming. Gretchen
must save the village, avoid the hangman’s noose, and solve the mystery of this
couple’s ghostly dysfunction. Dawn never seemed so far away in her life.
Clear, concise and practical, Rekindle the Spark provides an at-home programme of
interactive exercises that explore common relationship problems and enable you to
acquire skills and strategies to help create and maintain a bond that is happy and
healthy.
Finally there is a book on marriage that combines sound, biblical advice with reality.
Knowing from personal experience that marriage can have its ups and downs, Bill and
Lynne Hybels avoid quick and easy answers. They write honestly about marriage from
each of their own perspectives and give: - Ways to court spouses creatively - Checklists
for singles - Frank illustrations - Information about family background and
temperaments - Helps on Achilles' heels, unhealthy behaviors, and conflict
The romantic comedy has long been regarded as an inferior film genre by critics and
scholars alike, accused of maintaining a strict narrative formula which is considered
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superficial and highly predictable. However, the genre has resisted the negative
scholarly and critical comments and for the last three decades the steady increase in
the numbers of romantic comedies position the genre among the most popular ones in
the globally dominant Hollywood film industry. The enduring power of the new
millennium romantic comedy, proves that therein lies something deeper and worth
investigating. This new work draws together a discussion of the full range of romantic
comedies in the new millennium, exploring the cycles of films that tackle areas including
teen romance, the new career woman, women as action heroes, motherhood and
pregnancy and the mature millennium woman. The work evaluates the structure of
these different types of films and examines in detail the ways in which they choose to
frame key contemporary issues which influence how we analyse global politics,
including gender, class, race and society. Providing a rich understanding of the
complexities and potential of the genre for understanding contemporary society, this
work will be of interest to students and scholars of cultural & film studies, gender &
politics and world politics in general.
Ethan Miller's family has done...what?His profile is plastered on MingleInFaith.com.
Now, this career-focused, happy-to-be-a-bachelor is forced to endure an episode of
speed-dating.Interior designer Natalie Gibbs is on the dating circuit, eager to find "the
one," but she has strict rules about the manner in which she'll embrace a romantic
relationship. She wasn't even supposed to meet Ethan Miller–but God had other
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plans.Ethan spends a month each year in Honduras, offering eye care to the
underprivileged. He senses a sweetness to Natalie that prompts him to invite her along
on the next mission trip.The voyage leads them far from New York City, but straight into
the hearts of the Honduran people.Slowly, Ethan's heart is swayed toward the idea of
love. But Natalie's mission work teaches her about a love that reaches far beyond
romance.What's God's plan? Should their hearts combine–or does He want them to
serve...and learn...from one another–and an extraor
STOP! DON'T GO ON ANOTHER BORING DATE! It's time to step it up and make
some unforgettable memories, one epic date at a time. See if you can accomplish all
175 bucket list dates and become an unstoppable couple! Whether you've been
together for just a week or for 25 years, these dates will spark that extra love! Create an
optional mini "Smash Book" of memories in the back of the book as you go. What's a
Smash Book? It's pretty simple. We've included some blank pages where you can tape,
glue, or paper clip any flat memories you collect during your dates (move stubs, tickets,
scorecards, and a few printed selfies and photos). What are you waiting for?
Dave and Rose's marriage had hit a rut. To help bring back the spark they instituted a
monthly "Date Night". Soon they realize that monthly nights out for dinner and a movie
aren't enough,so Dave suggests something a little more risque: a trip to a strip club! But
when a charismatic stranger named Mark introduces himself, Dave and Rose may end
with more than they bargained for!
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"Good SciFi comedy is as rare as hen's teeth. This was a fun read." Kelly Frank is
EarthCent's top diplomat on Union Station, but her job description has always been a
bit vague. The pay is horrible and she's in hock up to her ears for her furniture, which is
likely to end up in a corridor because she's behind on rent for her room. Sometimes she
has to wonder if the career she has put ahead of her personal life for fifteen years is
worth it. When Kelly receives a gift subscription to the dating service that's rumored to
be powered by the same benevolent artificial intelligence that runs the huge station, she
decides to swallow her pride and give it a shot. But as her dates go from bad to worse,
she can only hope that the supposedly omniscient AI is planning a happy ending.
Has your relationship lost its luster? Are you afraid it will? We've come up with a simple-and
fun-way to help couples reach new levels of connection and commitment. So long,
predictability. Hello, passion. Ready for some mystery and adventure? Let us show you how to
be stronger and happier than ever-for the long haul.
Are you an activist who is always scrambling for time--and maybe leaving some projects
undone or poorly done? Do you procrastinate? Are you tired of being broke and always having
to scramble for money? Does instability in your personal life affect your ability to do your work?
Does your work interfere with your ability to have a healthy, stable personal life, including good
personal relationships? Do you feel like you might be burning out, or already have? Or are you
the parent, partner or friend of an activist who worries about these things on behalf of your
loved one? If you are, then The Lifelong Activist will help. It teaches activists how to avoid
burnout by integrating activism consciously and joyfully into a well-balanced life. Its five
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sections--"Managing Your Mission"; "Managing Your Time"; "Managing Your Fears (a.k.a.
Beating Procrastination)"; "Managing Your Relationship with Self" and "Managing Your
Relationship with Others"--Offer easy and effective techniques to help vactivists make realistic
choices that ensure their long-term happiness and productivity, and those on the verge of
burnout reclaim their enthusiasm, passion, and joy. Written by a coach who has helped more
than a thousand activists and others realize their dreams, The Lifelong Activist will help you
take your activism to the next level, while at the same time helping you live a balanced, happy,
and healthy life. - Publisher.
A Cozy Take on Meals Will Have You Stoking the Home Fires! Author Ashley Rodriguez has
focused her career on teaching people the importance of a good meal at home, first with Date
Night In, a relationship cookbook that brought the romance back to home-cooked meals at
home. For her next book, she's turning the focus outward. Let's Stay In is all about effortless
hospitality, meaningful family meals, and an appreciation for the magic of meals shared with
others. Families, neighbors, friends, and loved ones will find a different kind of love around the
table together, connecting over memorable meals. The recipes walk you through every meal of
the day with delicious breakfasts, easy lunches, inviting dinners, and Ashley's signature
incredible desserts: Breakfasts of Red Lentil and Chickpea Stew with Poached Eggs, Breakfast
BLTs, and Spiced Raisin Scones Midday meals of Zucchini, Gruyere & Basil Quesadillas,
Ricotta, Speck and Plum Salsa Tartine, and Ivy's Split Pea Soup Table-groaning dinners of
Steak Tacos with Radish and Pickled Onions, Oven Baked Risotto with Squash and Rosemary
Candied Walnuts, and Grilled Leg of Lamb with Green Sauce Sweets and drinks like Blood
Orange Poppy Seed Upside Down Cake, Guava Coconut Punch, The Easiest Pear Tart, and
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Cardamom Cream Soda Ashley is a natural teacher, and the recipes flow off the page as
effortlessly as the conversation at a great meal. She practices what she preaches, too, making
time to bring her busy family and loved ones together for meals as often as possible. Staying in
can become an easy habit to adapt, helping to center each person at an inviting table. It's the
easiest kind of aspirational cooking and gathering, helping home cooks of any level to say "let's
stay in!"
Date nights should be magical occasions filled with fun, flirting, and, most importantly, food!
Whether you’re nervously planning a first date, enjoying a lazy night in, enjoying some muchneeded quiet time while the kids are at camp, or marking a special anniversary, The Date Night
Cookbook is the perfect creative and memorable foodie accompaniment to your romantic
plans. Rebecca Warbis’s simple, cozy, and elegant approach to staying in will provide you
with themes for setting up your next romantic endeavor. Her creative ideas and stunning
photos for Indoor Tent Night, Dining in Paris, and Dusk Beach Date will inspire you to light
some candles, turn on the music, and relax with your significant other. The best part? The
concepts shared in The Date Night Cookbook are not limited to evening or late-night dates.
Plans for breakfast in bed, picnic lunches, and afternoon tea are also included, inviting couples
with opposite or busy schedules to arrange the perfect rendezvous for the one they love.
Recipes in this collection can all be prepared in less than an hour and include: Couple’s
Kebabs Sweethearts’ Caramel Pears Tipsy Orange Salad Blueberry Muffin Infatuation Underthe-Covers Pancakes and more.
Returning early from a disastrous date night with my husband, I know something is wrong the
moment the wheels crunch the gravel drive of our home. Inside, the TV is on and a half-eaten
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meal waits on the table. My heart stops when I find our little girl is alone in the house and our
babysitter, Sasha, is missing… Days later, when I’m arrested for Sasha’s murder and torn
away from my perfect little family, I’ll wish I had told someone about the threatening note I
received that morning. I’ll hate myself for not finding out who the gift hidden inside my
husband’s wardrobe was for. I’ll scream from the rooftops that I’m innocent – but no one will
listen. I will realise I was completely wrong about everything that happened that night… But will
you believe me? Twisted and absolutely unputdownable, Date Night exposes what goes on
behind the closed doors of a happy home and the dangerous truths we ignore to protect the
ones we love. Perfect reading for anyone totally gripped by The Wife Between Us, Friend
Request or Gone Girl. Readers adore Date Night! ‘Wow!… I stayed up all night to finish this
book. I’m all sorts of wound up… phenomenal!… easily one of my favourite books of the year.
My jaw is hanging on the floor... I could not put down this book… I’m blown away… I’m going to
need a couple days to fully process it.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow, wow, wow! An
ending I did NOT see coming... PHENOMENAL… a fast moving read with an unforgettable
ending. FANTASTIC!!’ Netgalley reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow, this book immediately drew me in
and kept me concocting reasons to ignore chores so that I could race back to it… it had me
glued to it. I’d even find myself waking up and reading a chapter in the night... Absolutely a
winner for me!’ Pick a Good Book, 5 stars ‘Wow, what a jaw-dropping, can’t-put-down,
wonderful book this was… such an amazing book with a shocking ending… a rollercoaster of
emotions. I just couldn’t put down this book… I wanted more and more. I just devoured this… I
absolutely loved this book.’ Blue Moon Blogger, 5 stars ‘This addictive mystery kept me
guessing from the first page until the last… a fantastic, tense thriller full of twists and turns, with
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a jaw-dropping finale that left me reeling.’ Emma’s Bibliotreasures, 5 stars ‘Omg, I honestly
didn't see that ending coming, that was one hell of a totally unexpected, jaw-dropping twist. I
was so shocked… shocking, chilling and heart-breaking… Exceedingly well written, packed full of
unexpected twists and turns, gripping and enthralling… Very, very highly recommended.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Believe me when I say that this really WASN’T A TWIST THAT I
SAW COMING!... I didn’t have a clue until it slapped me in the face!... This book is
AWESOME and I was addicted from the very first page!’ My Chestnut Reading Tree, 5 stars
‘One of the BEST thrillers I have read in YEARS! Exceptional and addicting.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars
Great Dates, FUN Dates — for Less! Let's face it: Coming up with a creative yet affordable night
out can be a challenge. But there are ways to put a charge in your dating life without putting a
big charge on your credit card. If you're looking for entertaining, adventurous, or just plain fun
dating ideas that won't break the bank, this refreshing guide is your ideal companion. Steve
Smith's Top 3 Cheap Dates: 3. Sidewalk Cafe Date — What sets this date apart from any
ordinary lunch date is that this Cafe's location is truly on a sidewalk—outside your own
residence! Surprise your date with a bistro for two complete with a cozy table, centerpiece,
menu, food cart and your own server (ask a friend for help). This lunch is sure to win a rave
review from your date. 2. Dazzling Dessert Date — Surprise your date with a post-dinner
scavenger hunt that leads to a fun location for a creative dessert. Once your date has collected
all the clues and found your hiding spot, impress your date with a wonderful gourmet dessert
that you have prepared-- a sweet ending to a delightful evening! 1. Your Lucky Day Date — Add
a little flair with this date! Prior to picking up your date go to each place that you will be taking
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him or her and pay in advance. As the evening unfolds, enjoy the surprised look on your date's
face when, time after time, the two of you become the winner of "free" dinners, "free" movie
passes, and so on. Have an employee greet you and your date with the "good news" such as
"Congratulations, this is your lucky day! You have just won a free dinner." Whether you are a
young adult looking for new ideas for fun, a married couple looking for some spark, or
someone new to the dating scene, inside is everything from energizing first dates to sizzling
romantic dates-and each is a date to remember. ·Fun and frugal dates ·Romantic dates ·Sport
and leisure dates ·Outdoor dates ·Splurge dates
The Little Book of Great Dates will help build romance and fun into any marriage with its
creative ideas for a year’s worth of weekly affordable dates. This book—a simpler, gift version
of Focus on the Family’s The Date Night Challenge campaign—will help couples to proactively
and intentionally build their relationship, showing how everyday activities can become “dates”
that strengthen the marriage relationship. It includes plans for special-occasion dates, such as
the couple’s anniversaries (first date, engagement, wedding), birthdays, etc. Couples can get
to know each other better by sharing fun times and discover dating again in their marriage with
this great little book of ideas!
Are you child-free, or do you have one, two or more adorable mini-mes? Are you in your first
committed relationship, or third-time lucky? Be it two or forty-two years together, there’s a lot
to discover from Date Night.

Getting Past the Tears is a fictional novel that tells of how lives were affected by
the war in Vietnam. It is set in Eastern North Carolina and Southern Virginia
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during the late 1960s and into the twenty-first century. It is the fifth and final book
in the series. Getting Past the Tears continues the story where Gardenia Lane
ends. Kay Peel was happily married to her childhood sweetheart. Their lives were
interrupted when her husband was drafted into the army and deployed to
Vietnam. When the messengers arrived to notify Kay that her husband had been
killed in action, she felt cheated out of the life they had planned. She leans on
God, her friends, and her late husband's family to help her through her grief and
broken heart. She decides to concentrate on her job as a registered nurse and
close her heart to love to avoid having her heart broken again. Quint Sterling is a
handsome doctor who had served in Vietnam. When he returned home from
Vietnam, he found that his wife had not waited for him. He was welcomed home
with divorce papers. His heart and dreams were shattered. He swore off women
for fear of being hurt again. God has other plans for Kay and Quint. When the
pretty young widow and the handsome doctor meet, there is an instant attraction
between them. Even though Quint is fifteen years older than Kay, the couple
bonds. It is as if their broken hearts reach out to each other. Neither of them is
looking for love. They become close friends. Their friendship becomes the most
important part of their lives. This is a story of how love can mend broken hearts
and restore broken dreams. Through God's love, the couple realizes that what's
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gone is gone. Their hearts heal by letting go of the past and moving forward in
love. True love conquers all. They find that love is more joyful the second time
around.
The more we do things on purpose for a purpose it makes life more meaningful.
These are great activities that you may already be doing, but when you put the
spin on it that you're also doing this to get closer to someone, rekindle flames or
just stay in love, it becomes doubly meaningful. I will also point out, there is no
wrong way to use these cards, but we will give you some great ideas of how to in
the book. You have 230 date ideas in this book, way more than you can plan in a
year if you're doing something once per week together, but that's on purpose.
Some of these will be right down your alley and others will be way out of your
league and personal goals. You're going to agree on the ones that suit you as a
couple and toss the rest. The Book is in 3 Parts Date Idea Cards (17 categories:
over 230 ideas all together) Gift Giving Ideas Shake it up Date Cards Is this for
Dating or Married Couples? These cards can work for both. What are some of
the dating categories? Adventures Sports Christian Faith Budget Creativity The
Arts For Foodies Nature Lovers Seasonal etc. etc etc.. Can you give us some
examples from the book.... Sure... you'll find that they vary in prep time. Amazing
Race Find a Rooftop Pool Play a game of Horse Create Little Italy at Home and
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make homeade Pizza A Photo Walk and make a Mini Scrapbook Bike Rides in
the Park If you like what you see, keep searching for CorrieLeeAnns Lifecoach
Planners. We will be producing more volumes of this in the future. Feel free to
give us some feedback to let us know what you would like to see more of in the
future. Great Gift Ideas for: Bridal Showers, Christmas, Anniversary, Valentines
Day, Birthday, Just Because, New Relationships.
Rekindle the romance at home with a weekly date night, one on one, over an
absolutely delicious meal for two. Sweethearts, spouses, and parents Ashley and
Gabe Rodriguez found themselves deep into marriage and child-rearing when
they realized they were missing the connection of their early relationship, and
needed to prioritize each other. They instituted a weekly date night at home to
sautéroast, mix, dice, and spend time reconnecting over delicious meals like:
Crostini with Ricotta, Prosciutto, and Peas Tomato and Fennel Gazpacho with
Dungeness Crab Fennel-Crusted Lamb Chops Dulce de Leche and Nectarine
Creamsicles Simply carving out time to talk, cook, and eat together can be the
relationship-booster you need to keep the spark alive. Just don't forget the
cocktail (try a Rhubarb Sour or a Grapefruit 75). Make date night an integral part
of your week and woo your partner all over again with food, drink, and sparkling
conversation. Packed with tantalizing and delicious recipes, Date Night In is a
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must-have cookbook for any couple who wants to spice things up with special
seasonal meals at home around a table for two.
Valentine's Day is the day of love. A day where couples show how much they
mean to each other. A day where gifts and romantic gestures are a thing. But for
Hannah Brently, Valentine's Day holds nothing but heartache and misery. Being
dumped on February 14th, wasn't her idea of fun. It turns her against the whole
institute of love.Until Kyle Randall walks into her life.Kyle Randall is one of
Glasgow's most eligible Batchelors. He's the perfect package with wealth and
looks. But he isn't looking for love. Well, that is until his world collides with
Hannah's.What could happen when two cynical people meet for the first time?Will
Valentine's Day ever be the same again for Hannah and Kyle?Sit back, relax,
and enjoy the ride.
DO YOU WISH TO KNOW GOD’S LOVE AS HE COMFORTS YOU? DO YOU
WANT TO KNOW HOW GOD HAS HELPED OTHERS THROUGH THEIR
TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS? In Life Support, the author has approached a
multitude of topics: aging, anger, pride, changing your attitude, learning to be
content, dealing with guilt, finding joy, and knowing God more as you walk with
Him. In God’s comfort, we find He has all the same emotions you do, and one
should derive a sense of joy from this knowledge, even when facing harsh
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realities such as death and loss. With the help of God, you have the ability to
make your life all it can be! You may look back at the window of the past or look
forward to the door of the future! Which will it be? It’s your choice! The questions
presented in Life Support will allow you to start your own Life Support Class,
where you and others can learn how to make better decisions and have more
faith than you ever had before.
Open your kitchen and open your heart—the Try Guys' Ned & Ariel Fulmer share
the recipes they love to cook together For Ned & Ariel Fulmer, cooking together
has always been a love language, and now—with gorgeous photos and 10 years
of never-before-heard dating stories and relationship tips—they’re putting it all on
the table. With recipes for simple night-in staples like Third Date Pizza or Netflix
and Chili, as well as luscious specialties like Ariel’s Favorite Lemon Salmon
Piccata or Ned’s Chocolate Soufflé, Ned and Ariel know better than anyone that
delicious food is the cornerstone of any good relationship. Organized by
relationship stage—from single and dating to meeting the parents to long-term
commitment—The Date Night Cookbook will quickly become a favorite resource
for every couple.
The bestselling author of "It's All Too Much" and "Does This Clutter Make My Butt
Look Fat?" returns with this new work that helps readers work through physical,
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mental, and emotional clutter in order to regain their balance and to live their lives
to the fullest.
This book examines three issues: the principle of ought implies can (OIC); the
principle of alternate possibilities (PAP); and Kant’s views on the duty to promote
one’s own happiness. It argues that although Kant was wrong to deny such a
duty, the part of his denial that rests on a conception of duty incorporating both
OIC and PAP is sound.
Why aren't Christian women talking about sex? In this frank exploration of all aspects of what it
means to be a sexual being created by God, Kim Gaines Eckert explores myths about female
sexuality that we have absorbed from both popular culture and distorted religious teaching.
Date nights should be breathtaking occasions filled with fun, flirting and, most importantly,
food! 'Date Night Cookbook' provides the perfect foodie accompaniments to your romantic
plans, from baked bananas on the beach at sunset to campfire goodies underneath the stars.
But whatever you do, do it with love. Be it with your partner, fiancé, spouse or just a good
friend, these DIY dates are creative, inexpensive and memorable. Happy cooking!
#datenightcookbook
Introduces over a hundred simple recipes ranging from light to hearty for couples searching for
some time together amidst their busy schedules.
In At First Sight, when Lauren meets the perfect guy at the planetarium, she feels like the stars
have finally aligned in her favor. The only problem is she met him in the dark and they never
got a good look at each other… or got each other’s names. Now, Lauren must take matters into
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her own hands and find the mystery guy before she loses him forever.
Fun, creative, and spiritually engaging—these are no ordinary dates! Have you ever tried a
photography date? A water date? What about a second first date? 52 Uncommon Dates is
more than a book. . . it’s an experience! Each date will set the scene for you and walk you
through making it happen. Learn how to practically speak each other’s love language,
incorporate prayer in ways that are natural and relevant to real life, and finish strong with
questions that help keep conversation alive. You can even dig deeper to discover Bible
passages that fit the theme of each date. Ignite prayerful and playful connections in ways that
deepen the relational, physical, emotional, and spiritual aspects of your relationship, one date
at a time.
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